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Joboshare 3GP Video Converter is professional 3GP converter software designed for
Nokia, Motorola, Sony Ericsson, LG, Samsung and other mobile phones.

Joboshare 3GP Video Converter provides an excellent solution for 3GP mobile phone users
to convert video files including AVI, DivX, XviD, WMV, MPEG, MP4, MPG, DAT, RM, MOV,
ASF, VOB, H.264/AVC, etc., to 3GP format, including 3GP, 3G2, MPEG4, AMR and so on,
for playback on their mobile phones with super fast conversion speed and excellent output
quality.

Joboshare 3GP Video Converter can also convert 3GP to popular video file formats such as
3GP to AVI, MPEG, DivX, WMV, and so on. The best 3GP Converter can also extract audio
from 3gp movie to MP3, WAV, RA, AAC, M4A or vice versa as you like.

Joboshare 3GP Video Converter provides various powerful editing options such as movie
trimming, resolution, frame rate, video and audio bitrate, batch conversion and so on.
Extremely fast conversion speed and friendly user interface let you convert video files
between many formats with ease.

Convert video files like WMV, MPEG and AVI to 3GP, MPEG-4
Convert 3GP video to other video formats

Free download Joboshare 3GP Video Converter now and turn your favorite video files and
music videos to 3GP movies and 3GP music videos for your mobile phone! 

Key Functions

3GP Video Converter to convert video to 3GP
Convert video files including AVI, DivX, XviD, WMV, MPEG, MP4, MPG, DAT, RM, MOV,
ASF, VOB, H.264/AVC, etc., to 3GP format. The best 3GP Converter can also act as AVI to
3GP, MPEG to 3GP, WMV to 3GP, DivX to 3GP, VOB to 3GP converter.

3GP Video Converter to extract audio from 3GP movie
Extract audio from 3gp movie to MP3, WAV, RA, AAC, M4A or vice versa.

High compatibility with all popular mobile phones
Joboshare 3GP Video Converter is compatible with all popular mobile phones like Motorola,
Nokia, Samsung, BlackBerry, Sony Ericsson, Samsung, LG, etc.

Key Features
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Customize the output video size
Split large files into several small files by specified file size or time length.

Customize output profile
Change the parameter settings of any profile according to your own need and save the
modified profile as a new one for next use.

Trim video
Trim video to convert selected movie clips by Setting start time and duration in the advanced
profile settings.

adjust output parameters
Able to adjust output parameters including bit rate, frame rate, sample rate, codec, quality.

Batch process and multithreading
Multithreading and batch conversion provide super fast conversion speed due to multi-core
CPU support. Faster than any other 3GP conversion software.

Very easy to use
User-friendly interface without any complicated settings. Convert video to 3GP with just a few
clicks.

Multiple languages
Support multiple languages including English, Chinese.

Multiple skins
Provide two favorite skins for choosing.

Windows 7 compatible
 

System Requirements

Microsoft® Windows XP Service Pack 2, Windows Vista® Home Premium, Business,
Enterprise or Ultimate;
Intel Pentium® 4, Intel Centrino, Intel Xeon, Intel Core® Duo (or compatible)
processor;
512 MB RAM or more;
More than 30 MB free hard disk space;
800x600 or higher Resolution, 16 bit or higher Graphic card.
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